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Numerical simulations of particles placed in orbital resonances in the main asteroid belt
show that the typical dynamical lifetimes of objects that could become near-Earth
asteroids or meteorites are only a few million years, with the majority destroyed by being
transferred to Jupiter-crossing orbits or being driven into the sun. Particles that fortu-
itously migrate to the terrestrial planet region may be pushed to high-inclination orbits
by resonances but are still dynamically eliminated on time scales of ;10 million years.
These shorter lifetimes may require a reassessment of our qualitative understanding
about near-Earth asteroids and meteorite delivery.

The main asteroid belt is considered to be
the source of most meteorites and probably
the majority of near-Earth asteroids
(NEAs). Our understanding of the mecha-
nisms that transport objects from the main
belt to Earth has evolved over the past
three decades. We have moved from the
idea that it was difficult, if not impossible,
to remove objects from the belt, to an un-
derstanding that resonant phenomena can
increase eccentricities to the point where
Earth collisions are possible (1). This
progress is due to advances in analytical
modeling of resonant phenomena and the
use of numerical experiments as computa-
tional power has increased.

Analytic theories of the dynamics in the
main belt (2) indicate that many secular
and mean-motion resonances are capable of
transporting particles to Mars-crossing, and
often Earth-crossing, orbits. The gravita-
tional attraction of a planet can then pull
these particles out of the resonances, and
subsequent close encounters modify the or-
bits of the extracted particles. A qualitative
understanding has emerged (3) that the
resonant phenomena tend to operate quick-
ly and result in orbits that become either
sun-grazing (4) or Jupiter-crossing. Particles
that escape the resonances by means of
planetary close encounters wander more
slowly until they find a strong resonant
region in which their dynamical lifetimes
are short, unless they fortunately escape by
another extraction event. This general pic-

ture was illustrated with numerical integra-
tions for time scales on the order of a few
million years (3), but because the particles
chosen for the integrations were the most
potentially unstable ones, it was unclear
how generic the effects might be for parti-
cles deep inside the main belt. To address
this question, we numerically integrated
.1500 particles initially placed in the most
important main-belt resonances.

Initial Conditions and Method

The original intent of this project, known
as GAPTEC (5), was to dynamically asso-
ciate NEAs of known taxonomic type with
asteroid families near main-belt resonances
with Jupiter. Examining proper orbital ele-
ments of the family members and the loca-
tion of the borders of neighboring resonanc-
es (6) shows that some asteroid families are
truncated by a resonance. This implies that
the family-creation event injected kilome-
ter-scale fragments (now gone) into the
resonance. To estimate their original distri-
bution, we calculated ejection velocities of
known family members in the reference
frame of the family’s parent body (7). For
some families (Table 1) the ejection veloc-
ity fields have a discontinuity coinciding
with the borders of the nearby resonance.
The velocity fields were extrapolated, and
the region of overlap with the resonance
was determined. We then randomly gener-
ated 150 particles inside the overlapping
region; the initial locations in the ejection-
velocity space of these particles were trans-
formed into orbital-element space (Fig. 1)
using Gauss’ equations (7).

This procedure had two exceptions: the
Koronis (K) family and the Vesta family
(V). The K family exhibits a complex struc-
ture (8), with the presence of a possible
secondary event forming a “tail” of frag-
ments located toward the edge of the 7:3

(Fig. 1). The structure of the ejection ve-
locity field for this secondary event cannot
be reliably reconstructed; thus, the simulat-
ed fragments injected into the 7:3 reso-
nance were chosen by visual inspection of
the proper elements of the known family
members. The choice of initial conditions
for V objects emplaced in the 3 :1 and n6
resonances is discussed in (9).

In addition to the 150 particles injected
into the neighboring resonances for each
family, we also generated 15 particles close
to the resonance border but not inside the
zone of libration. These particles might dif-
fuse (8, 10) into the resonance on some
unknown time scale.

The details of these initial conditions
are not important, because we are interested
in studying the dynamical time scales asso-
ciated with the resonances. Although these
initial conditions (Fig. 1) were chosen in
the context of family-generated fragments,
they also provide a reasonable sample of
initial conditions for injected particles that
might deliver meteorites to Earth. The 3 :1
and 5:2 resonances were each well sampled
at three eccentricity (e) and inclination (i)
regions. In particular, there was no bias
toward the most unstable portions of the
resonances. This must be qualified for the
case of the n6, where the initial conditions
are very deep inside the resonance, and thus
the time scales we find are biased toward
quick deliveries to Earth-crossing orbits;
this simulation must be viewed as exploring
how objects that reach this portion of the
resonance evolve.

The integration was accomplished with
a mixed-variable symplectic algorithm
adapted to resolve planetary close encoun-
ters. Comparisons with other integrators
yielded consistent results over time scales
of a few million years (11). Orbital histo-
ries were followed for up to ;100 My,
terminating if the particles struck a planet
or the sun or were found exterior to Sat-
urn’s orbit (in which case they will be
removed from the solar system on time
scales of 104 to 105 years). Simulations
also terminated if no “active” particles
remained (except for the 7:3 and 8:3 sim-
ulations, which were stopped because of
computational length). Active particles
are those for which an examination of the
resonant argument indicates some interac-
tion with the resonance.
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End States and Time Scales

Because the resonance boundaries are im-
perfectly located, not all the particles were
in the resonance during the simulation
(12); thus, the statistics are based on only
the active particles (Table 1). By far the
dominant end states are solar impact and
having orbital aphelion (Q) past Saturn.
Solar impacts dominate for initial semima-
jor axes a , 2.5 AU. Particles initially
outside a 5 2.5 AU are perturbed toward
e . 1, causing them to cross Jupiter’s orbit
and be removed. Poisson statistics govern
the rare planetary impacts (Table 1); the
higher incidence for the case of the n6
resonance is statistically valid. We tabulat-
ed the time required for 50 and 90% of the
active particles to die, as well as the median
time Tcr required for particles to cross the
orbits of Mars, Earth, and Venus; for exam-
ple, Tcr Earth is the median time for objects
to reach perihelion q , a(1 2 e) 5 1 AU,
based on the subset that ever satisfy this

condition. The 90% decay time is based on
;10 particles and is thus less well deter-
mined than the half-life.

The agreement in terms of end states and
half-lives for the different samples of parti-
cles injected into the 3 :1 and 5:2 is striking,
confirming that these resonances are almost
globally chaotic (13). Long-term dynamical
behavior in these resonances is, to a first
approximation, independent of the injection
location. The decay of the number of parti-
cles with time (Fig. 2) in these cases is so
similar that we plot only one sample decay
curve for each. We have strengthened this
assertion by integrating another 987 particles
at i 5 10°, uniformly filling the 3 :1 between
e 5 0 and 0.3; again, the decay curve is
statistically identical to that of Fig. 1. The
universality of time scale does not hold for
the n6 because the central portion of the
resonance we sampled is one of the strongest
and thus is probably not typical for injected
fragments, most of which will require more
time to reach Earth-crossing orbits.

The median lifetimes are roughly one
order of magnitude lower than those usu-
ally discussed that are based on Öpik-type
evolution models (14, 15). This discrep-
ancy can be attributed to the importance
of sun-grazing dynamics (3, 4) and the
existence of secular resonances inside
main-belt mean-motion resonances (13).
The 3 :1 and n6 resonances are powerful
and capable of pumping e to 1 on million-
year time scales. These resonances effi-
ciently annihilate the NEA population
with a . 2 AU, and do not just deliver
them to Earth-crossing orbits.

All the resonances exhibit diffusive
tails; that is, particles not in the resonance
can slowly diffuse in phase space until they
encounter a strong region (8, 10). They
are then destroyed on the characteristic
time scale of the resonance. This process
produces the tail of long-lived objects ex-
hibited by the 5:2 (Fig. 2); these particles
do not exit the main belt and then live for
a long time, but rather spend tens of mil-
lions of years diffusing in or near the res-
onance and then die on the ;0.5-My
characteristic time of the resonance. For
the 3 :1 some of the tail, and for the n6
almost all of the tail, is instead due to
particles that migrate to long-living orbits
at a , 2. The half-life estimates are rela-
tively unaffected by the diffusive particles
because median half-lives are used.

Fig. 1. Resonant proper
elements for the inte-
grated particles and the
“parent” asteroid fami-
lies. Family members
[small circles (except
Vesta family members,
which are triangles)] are
labeled by the first letter
of the family name ( Ta-
ble 1). Particles (squares)
injected into the nearby
resonance are unambig-
uously associated with
each parent family, ex-
cept for the 3 :1 Vesta
injections, which lie on
a grid partly overlap-
ping the Maria and Nysa
injections. Approximate
resonance boundaries
are shown, as well as the
center of the n6 reso-
nance (which does not
have a width in the usual
sense) for the median in-
clination (i 5 7°) of the
Vesta fragments. The
resonances correspond
to the Kirkwood gaps in
the asteroid distribution
(34).

Fig. 2. Decay of the number of active particles
versus time. The n6, 3 :1, and 5:2 resonances are
characterized by very short lifetimes for most res-
onant particles, with long diffusive tails. The outer
resonances studied (7:3, 9:4, and 2:1) also have
short lifetimes after the particle finds the strong
portion of the resonance, but finding these strong
regions typically requires tens of millions of years.
The NEA decay curve is shown for comparison;
this figure should not be taken to indicate any
particular resonance as their source.
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Evolutionary Paths

Typical evolutionary paths (Fig. 3A) from
the n6, 3 :1, and 5:2 resonances involve
particles being pushed into sun-grazing or
Jupiter-crossing orbits on million-year time
scales. After reaching planet-crossing e’s,
close encounters with the inner planets can
extract particles from the resonance. Be-
cause of necessarily limited numerical out-
put, it is often impossible to tell from our
integrations whether extraction close-en-
counters were with Earth or Venus, so we
combined them (Table 1). For mean-mo-
tion resonances outside 2.5 AU, such a
close encounter breaks the inherent phase-
protection of the resonance (16), permit-
ting Jupiter encounters that subsequently
remove the particle from the inner solar
system. The 3 :1 is borderline in this regard;
it is so strong that it often pushes particles
into the sun (Fig. 3A) before close encoun-
ters extract them and allow approaches to
Jupiter. The n6 is less effective at pushing
particles directly into the sun than the 3 :1
(Table 1); usually the particle is extracted
for a brief period before reentering and be-
ing pushed into the sun by the n6 or 3 :1
(Fig. 3A). Most extracted 3 :1 particles re-

enter that resonance or the n6 and then hit
the sun. The final stage of sun-grazing is
dynamically complex (4).

Thus, Earth-crossing orbits with a . 2
are rapidly (105 to 106 years) produced
from resonant injections; however, once
placed in the Apollo or Amor regime (17),
the residence time is also short. Objects
rarely migrate down to smaller a through
close encounters; we compiled statistics of
those particles that ever (however briefly)
have a , 2 AU, a , 1 AU, or aphelia Q ,
2 AU, as well as the median duration in
that state (Table 1). Although in some
cases the small number of particles that
enter these states results in poorly deter-
mined time scales, we claim that the ma-
jority of bodies that enter the NEA pop-
ulation do so transiently; most come below
a 5 2 AU only for a brief residence of ;1
My and then return to a . 2 AU to be
pushed into the sun by the n6 or 3 :1
resonance. The current NEA population
will be biased toward the longest living
objects because they are more likely to
survive and be observed; we integrated a
sample of 178 real NEAs and found a
median half-life (Fig. 2) of ;10 My; sim-
ulated particles that migrate into the inner

solar system show similar half-lives.
An example from the n6 (Fig. 3B) is

instructive, although exceptionally long-
lived. Resonant e oscillations initially pro-
duce only a Mars-crossing orbit; small
changes in a caused by repeated Mars en-
counters move the orbit in the resonant
phase space until after 4 My it finds the
powerful portion of the resonance that
quickly makes it cross the orbit of Earth. It
visits quasi-stable regions near a 5 1.5 and
1.65 AU (in that order) before wandering
down into the terrestrial region—which in-
cludes two excursions to e , 0.1, the first
being an SEA-like (18) nearly circular orbit
barely interior to Earth—after 20 My. It
then returns to the main belt and is pushed
into the sun by the n6 resonance at t 5 30
My. During its lifetime, this particle is in-
fluenced by the n5, n6, n16, n2, n3, n4, and
2g 5 g5 1 g6 secular resonances, with the
latter three being dominant during the
7-My period trapped near 1.5 and .1.6 AU
(19, 20); in fact, some resonant phenome-
non is almost constantly operating and the
particle is just handed from one resonance
to the next. An example from the 3 :1 (Fig.
3C) shows resonant phenomena in the hor-
izontal oscillations that occur when reso-

Table 1. Summary of the numerical simulations. Resonant injections are
labeled by the asteroid family, and the fraction of particles suffering each fate
or surviving the entire integration is given. Time scales are shown for 50%
(half-life) and 90% decay of the active particles, and median times Tcr for
crossing the orbits of Mars, Earth, and Venus. We list the percentage of
particles that undergo extraction by Mars or by Earth and Venus combined

(E/V ), go directly into the sun before an extraction event, or acquire certain
orbits, with the median time spent in those orbits (Tmed). Dashes indicate no
simulated particles evolved in that way. The semimajor axis ares of the center
of the n6 resonance depends on the inclination: ares . 2.1 astronomical units
(AU) for i 5 7°. The evolution statistics for the 8:3 resonance are based on only
the first 29 million years (My) of the simulation. Q indicates orbital aphelion.

Vesta Nysa Maria Chloris Dora Gefion Koronis Eos Themis

n6 3 :1 3 :1 3 :1 8:3 5:2 5:2 5:2 7:3 9:4 2 :1

ares (AU) .2.1 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.71 2.82 2.82 2.82 2.96 3.03 3.28
Mean initial i (degrees) 7 6 3 15 10 8 9 2 2 9 1
Length (My) 100 18 100 61 42 100 100 17 40 120 100
Active particles (n) 110 92 145 156 157 152 146 84 94 134 153

End states (%)
Impact sun 79.1 75.0 69.7 69.8 17.2 7.9 7.5 6.0 0 2.2 6.5
Impact Venus 1.8 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Impact Earth 5.5 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 1.2 0 0 0
Impact Jupiter 0 0 0.7 0.6 0 0 0 4.8 1.1 0 0.7
Outside Saturn 11.8 25.0 28.3 28.8 35.7 92.1 92.5 88.1 56.6 25.4 22.9
Survivors 1.8 0 0.7 0 47.1 0 0 0 42.3 72.4 69.9

Time scales (My)
Half-life 2.3 2.1 2.6 2.5 34.0 0.4 0.6 0.7 19.0 .120 .100
90% decay 21.0 6.4 7.3 11.4 .42 3.4 2.9 3.8 .40 .120 .100
Tcr Mars 0.24 0.20 1.0 0.32 10.1 0.02 0.13 0.28 10.0 79.5 22.5
Tcr Earth 0.50 1.1 1.4 0.96 11.0 0.22 0.41 0.63 6.3 90.0 27.8
Tcr Venus 0.70 1.3 1.9 1.2 13.0 0.31 0.45 0.67 2.2 87.9 31.6

Evolution (%)
Extracted by Mars 8.2 3.3 5.5 4.5 16.6 – 0.7 – 42.6 30.5 3.3
Extracted by E/V 87.3 66.3 66.2 70.5 32.5 99.3 99.3 100 4.3 0.7 21.6
Direct to sun 4.5 30.4 28.3 25.0 – 0.7 – – – – 3.3
Ever have a , 2 AU 53.6 8.7 9.0 7.7 0.6 0.7 1.4 3.6 – 0.7 –

Tmed (My) 1.5 0.27 0.5 1.4 2.9 39.0 0.6 0.1 – 5.8 –
Ever have a , 1 AU 9.1 – 0.7 0.6 – – – – – – –

Tmed (My) 2.8 – 0.04 13 – – – – – – –
Ever have Q , 2 AU 12.7 – 2.1 1.3 – 0.7 – – – 0.7 –

Tmed (My) 6.3 – 0.2 13 – 2.0 – – – 4.1 –
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nances modify e at constant a; this particle
travels back out to the 3 :1 and then into
the sun after a long lifetime of 26 My.

Each resonance has individual qualities.
The n6 is wide and is centered at different a
for each i (2). The 3 :1 is extremely efficient

at pushing particles to e 5 1. Dynamics near
Chloris are complicated by interaction with
the nearby g 5 2g6 2 g5 secular resonance,
which serves as an additional source of dif-
fusion (21). The 5:2 increases to e . 0.8 in
only a few hundred thousand years. Only

small portions of the 7:3 are strong, so
objects wander for ;107 years before find-
ing a region that pushes them rapidly (,106

years) to Jupiter-crossing orbits. The 9:4 is
globally chaotic, with a time scale to reach
a planet-crossing orbit being ;50 My (6).
The complex 2 :1 has active portions at
small e or large librational amplitudes where
escape is possible on ;10-My time scales;
the central region is only active on 0.1-
billion- to 1-billion-year time scales (22),
producing the large fraction of surviving
particles (Table 1).

Our integrations indicate that Jacobi
constants (23) are poorly conserved on mil-
lion-year time scales as objects migrate to-
ward smaller a; the particles simply transit
too many resonances that are capable of
modifying their orbits, and as particles mi-
grate to smaller a their perihelion distances
undergo large variation (Fig. 3, B and C).
We also observed the production of highly
inclined NEA orbits. Of particles that
spend more than 1 My with a , 2 AU,
one-third exceed i 5 25° at some time as a
result of the action of the n13, n14, or n16
secular resonances or close encounters; for
example, the object of Fig. 3C is raised from
i 5 20° to 40° by n16 when a . 1.7 AU.
These processes are probably sufficient to
explain the highly inclined component of
the NEA population (20, 24).

The literature discusses two “martian
slow tracks” that might allow objects to
reach Earth $108 years after their reso-
nant emplacement event. In the first, par-
ticles extracted by Mars subsequently
evolve through repeated encounters with
Mars, following curves of quasi-constant
Jacobi constant in ;108 years to Earth-
crossing orbits [see figure A2 in (14)]. Our
simulations provide no evidence for the
existence of this slow track. For the 3 :1
and n6, only about 5% of the particles are
extracted by Mars before Earth-crossing is
achieved. The majority of these are
pushed back into the resonance by a sub-
sequent encounter. The median time
spent extracted is 14 My for the 3 :1 and 6
My for the n6. No particle was ever seen to
migrate below a 5 1.8 AU while in the
solely Mars-crossing region; even if it did,
other resonances like the 4 :1 or the sec-
ond-order secular resonances near 1.7 AU
(19) would arrest its migration. Mars en-
counters are simply too weak to permit
particles to jump over resonances and pre-
vent pumping to Earth-crossing orbits;
therefore, this first mechanism exists for
,,1% of the injected particles and is not
a dynamically important phenomenon. A
second martian slow track, in which par-
ticles reach Mars-crossing orbits only near
the top of their eccentricity cycle near the
border of the n6 resonance and enter deep-

Fig. 3. Orbital evolutions of objects leaving the
main belt. The curves indicate the set of orbits
having aphelion (Q) or perihelion (q) at the
semimajor axis of one of the planets Venus,
Earth, Mars, or Jupiter. (A) Common evolu-
tionary paths from three resonances. An ob-
ject (triangles) from the 5:2 is extracted by
Earth or Venus and is pushed to cross the orbit
of Jupiter (curve at upper right) and quickly
removed from the inner solar system, requiring

0.3 My. An object (circles) from the 3:1 is pushed into the sun (e31) without leaving the mean-motion
resonance (which is considerably wider at large e), taking 5 My. An object (squares) from the n6 is
temporarily extracted by Earth or Venus before reentering the resonance (at a different inclination and
thus different a) and becoming a sun-grazer after 2 My. (B) A long-living particle from the n6. Points are
dots before 20 My and squares after. (C) A long-living particle from the 3:1 shows many episodes of
horizontal (resonant) oscillations. Points are dots before 15 My and squares after.
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er in the resonance only on a long time
scale (15, 25) as a result of martian close
encounters, is not well explored by this set
of initial conditions. Additional integra-
tions of this phenomenon confirm its ex-
istence for a small fraction of the resonant
phase space (.0.05 AU); deep Mars-
crossers (q , qMars) rarely survive for .10
My, and only shallow Mars-crossers (qMars
, q , QMars) can remain in this state for
tens of millions of years.

Implications

If the NEA population is in steady state, our
new shorter dynamical lifetimes imply a
correspondingly larger injection rate. On
the other hand, to produce tens of large
NEAs (.5 km in diameter) presumably
requires family break-up events, which are
energetic enough to eject these large frag-
ments with velocities (100 m/s) sufficient to
reach the resonances (26). Less energetic
events involving smaller bodies are not ex-
pected to produce large numbers of high-
speed fragments. However, the integrations
show that few fragments survive for long,
which would seem to imply that the family-
creation events occurred more recently
(100 My ago) than is generally accepted
(27). Asserting the current large NEAs to
be the few survivors from the original event
is unsatisfactory because the implied num-
ber of original injections is too large; for
example, from the 3 :1 or n6 resonances the
particles remaining after 30 My are out-
numbered by the original injections by a
factor of more than 30 (9). A possible hy-
pothesis is that diffusion along the reso-
nance border allows particles to gradually
“leak in”; this has been shown to occur in
the Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt (10, 28). Per-
haps higher order resonances (like the 8:3
or 9:4), which produce Earth-crossing on
much longer time scales, are responsible for
delivering the majority of the large NEAs
that have reached Earth-crossing orbits in
the last 10 My. Although particles are in-
efficiently extracted and stored in solely
Mars-crossing orbits once they exit the
main belt, asteroids could be collisionally or
dynamically emplaced in slightly Mars-
crossing orbits far from resonance, where
they could survive for a long time before
being pushed by Mars into resonance. Last-
ly, some fraction of the NEAs may be
devolatilized comet nuclei rather than as-
teroids (24).

Meteoroids only begin accumulating
cosmic-ray exposure (CRE) after being
liberated (29) as bodies ,3 m in diameter

or while resting within ;1 m of a larg-
er body’s surface. If chondrites resulted
from a continuous supply of meteoroids
launched from shielded locations directly
into the 3 :1 resonance, our simulations
indicate that the majority of them would
have CRE ages of ,5 My—in contrast to
the CRE data (30). Thus, the liberation
event cannot also have placed the mete-
oroids in the resonance. Particles from n6
can arrive on a more satisfactory time
scale, but most Earth impacts come from
highly evolved orbits (9) and cannot by
themselves satisfy known orbital con-
straints (31). Our results imply that most
CRE is accumulated in bodies of ;10 to
300 cm in diameter with orbits confined
inside the main belt before some subse-
quent process places them in resonance,
after which they are delivered rapidly to
Earth (32). If a collisional process is re-
sponsible for the final emplacement into
resonance, it could result in a complex
exposure history; in cases where such his-
tories are established, they often conform
to the above scenario of a long (10 to 100
My) first stage in a body of ;1 m or more
and a short second stage of less than 5 My
in a smaller body (33).
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